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Freshmen miss
enrollment record
but break others
ByAliuaWidman

Records broken by the
class of 2015:

Managing Editor

It's official: the class of 2015 is the
third-largest in the University's
history, missing the enrollment
record by about 40 students.
This year's incoming freshmen
total 3,864 students. Last year
3,905 enrolled at the University,
making the class of 2014 the largest in its history.
"We believe it was financial —
when it came down to it, many
students just couldn't swing it,"
said Alberto Colom, vice president for enrollment management.
"Sixty fewer students attended
the last two weeks of orientation than originally expected, so
instead of breaking the record by

■ About 16 percent are out-ofstate students.
■ About 22 percent are students
of color.
■ Average grade point
average of 3.25 and average
composite ACT score of
22. the "highest in a long
time." according to University
representatives.

20, we were short 40."
Representatives from the
University released the 15-day
numbers at a media briefing
Tuesday afternoon. All state colSee RECORD | Page 2

Lot construction, crowding
frustrate commuters
PHOTO ILLUSTRATION BY [VAN DICTSCH

Parking Services urge student education of available lots

Jerome Library offers new mobile service called Text-a-Librarian'
ByTi.Wood.l
Reporter

possible.
Linda Rich, reference services
coordinator, made this service available through the Library.
The technology used for a Library
chat service added texting to their
communication arsenal. The
Library decided to use this new tool,
Rich said.
While the service is still quite new,
Rich said promotions on campus
have been a way to get it moving in
the right direction.
"We had very little business during
the summer, but after promoting it, I
think it's finally starting to pick up,"

Text messaging now serves a larger
purpose than just a quick and easy
way to communicate with friends.
At the University, texting allows
a student to ask questions through
Jerome Library's new service, "Texta-Librarian."
The service enables students,
faculty and staff to text a reference
librarian pertaining to the Library or
the University in general. That librarian then does the necessary research
to answer the question as quickly as

By Brian Bohnart
Reporter

she said.
Although the Library has promoted this service, several students are
unaware it exists.
Freshman Jade Culbertson said
she never heard of the service.
"As a freshman this year, there
were a lot of questions I had that I
felt dumb asking people," she said.
"It would have been helpful to know
about this."
Resident advisers could help promote this service in the future to
LIBRARY

When junior Sean McGavin
showed up a half an hour early
to campus last Wednesday, he
thought he had plenty of time to
find a parking spot.
But when a seemingly endless
drive in a crowded commuter
parking lot provided no luck, he
just did what he had to do just to
get to class, he said.
"I knew I was going to get a
ticket, but I had to get to class
on time," McGavin said. "There
was just nothing I could do."
For parking in the grass along-

side Lot 5, McGavin received his
second parking ticket during
the first two weeks of classes.
Like McGavin, several of the
University's commuters have
recently found themselves in
similar situations: facing potential fees and fines as a result of
competition for available space
in the University's commuter
parking lots.
Sophomore
Megan
Bodenstedt said she has also
spent at least half an hour driving around campus looking
See PARKING | Page 2

MEET THE GREEKS

ALICE program aims
to educate students
Techniques help students defend against school shooters
By Dana* King
Assistant Pulse Editor

The
University
Police
Department has recently
adopted the Alert Lockdown
Inform Counter Evacuate program, or ALICE, to teach students techniques for surviving
an active shooter situation.
"IAL1CEI is simply common
sense techniques for surviving
an active shooter situation ...
somebody who comes in and
is actively attempting to kill
people," said University Police
Chief Monica Moll.
A company called Response
Options created ALICE and
now travel the country to teach
its techniques.
Last month,
Response

Options came to the University
and trained six University
Police Officers and two
University Human Resources
employees as instructors of
the program, Moll said. Those
individuals can now train
other individuals in ALICE.
"The ALICE program was
conceived as a result of us being
concerned with the school
shooting phenomenon back
in the '90s," said Greg Crane,
Response Options
owner
and co-founder of ALICE. "It
became pretty obvious to us
that |the police) weren't going
to be there in time to really
help as many of the folks as

BLOOD DRIVE

See ALICE | Page 2
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SENIOR Christina Stembridge hands out flyers to potential Delta Sigma Theta members at the Meet the Greets event Tuesday evening at
101 Olscamp.

FORUM

SPORTS

Red Cross hosts Wood drive

The fine line that b overworking

Men's gorffinishes first tournament

The American Red Cross organized a

All work and no play may make for a

The BG men's golf team finished its first

blood drive at the Union this week and

dull day. but Labor Day gives everyone

tournament over the weekend, placing fifth in the

collected donations. See photos and fun

a chance to review personal values and

Tiger Intercollegiate in Verona, NY. Baylor won the

(acts about blood drives | Pag* 3

accomplishments | Paga 4

tournament, shooting 853 as a team | Paga 6
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PEOPLE ON THE STREET
What record could you break?

i

SARAH YOUNG
Sophomore. Communication Disorders
"Amount of Kit Kats
consumed." | Paga 4
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Cinco De Mayo. She had no
idea where he was when he
was found.

9:21 P.M.
Matthew T Fox, 22. of
Findlay. was arrested for fleeing, failure to comply with
the order of a police officer
and possession of weapons
outside of city limits. He
was spotted driving a stolen
vehicle near Wooster and
Campbell Htll streets and
led the police on a chase.

11:33 A.M.
Brittany P. Lamalie. 19. of
Fostoria. was cited for child
endangerment/risk of harm
within the 1500 block of
Clough St She was watching
her 3-year-old nephew. He
left the apartment and was
found in the parking lot of

8:09 P.M.
Amanda E Asztalos. 31. and
Diana Asztalos, 48. both of
Milton Center. Ohio, were
cited for theft at Meijer after
trying to leave with $270.24
and $43.19 worth of merchandise, respectively.

CAMPUS
BRIEF

AUCE

Faculty Senate calls
special meeting,
elects vice chair

we'd like to during one of
these tragedies."
Crane said the company then focused on
finding out how shooters
amassed large numbers
of casualties.
"There's really only
two ways that happens:
one. they're very skilled
in what they're doing, or
two, the job is very easy,"
Crane said.
They determined that
the targets were too easy,
Crane said.
Part of this is attributed to what people had
been taught to do in
active shooter situations,
which was to lock down.
"Normal shooting hit
rates and kill rates are
not at all what they are in
a school shooting," Crane
said. "Police officers typically only hit the target
80 percent of the time
in a life or death situation, but these shooters
are hitting the target at

From Page 1

John
Folkins
Faculty Senate
Chair

The Faculty Senate will host a
special meeting Sept 20 to discuss
proposed changes to the University's
academic charter
During the meeting. Senate
members will vote on restoring the
charter amendments removed by the
Board of Trustees in early December.
The special meeting was declared
at the (irst Senate meeting of the
year Tuesday
Also at the meeting, the Senate
elected Mark Early of the School of
Leadership and Policy Studies as its
new vice chair/chair elect.
Senate members used audience
response devices to vote The devices will now be standard procedure
for future Senate votes.

PARKING
From Page I
for a spot in one of the
University's 14 commuter
lots before finally finding
a space behind the new
Falcon Heights residence
hall, far away from her
classes.
"Commuter
students
shouldn't have to park 20
minutes away from their
classes," Bodenstedt said.
"If anything, that should
be reserved for people who
live on campus because
they don't drive all the
time and they don't have
to leave. I'm not going to
get to campus at 6:30 a.m.
if I have class at 9:45 a.m.
just to find a place to park."
Nonetheless, Bodenstedt
said she completely understands the logic of students
like McGavin who arrive
on-campus early and park
in the grass to get to class
on time.
She said she doesn't
think commuters should

be punished for something they were essentially
forced to do.
"I
understand
(the
University] needs to make
money, but they shouldn't
ticket people for parking
on the grass when there
aren't enough spaces for
the number of commuters
here," she said.
Shuttle and Parking
Services Manager Aaron
Kane, said the issue with
commuter parking is not
about the quantity of spaces available on campus but
the convenience of those
spaces to the students.
"There are plenty of
other lots open," Kane said.
"I just think everybody
wants to park as close as
they can to where they're
going, but what they don't
realize is an extra two or
three minute walk can
save them an hour or so of
driving around."
To educate students
on available parking
lots, Kane said Parking
Services has been work-

a much higher rate than
that."
Crane said he has
nothing against the lockdown idea — the "L" in
ALICE even stands for
"lockdown" — but that
the lockdown response
alone is inadequate.
Moll said lockdown
may be the best option
at times, but it wouldn't
simply be a passive lockdown. Instead of locking
the door and hiding, students would be prepared
to distract the shooter in any possible way,
attempting to prevent
the shooter from hitting
their target.
Moll said the goal at
the University is to train
as many people in ALICE
as possible.
"The ideal thing would
be to train all faculty and
staff and train all incoming freshmen," Moll said.
"It's just not possible
with the staffing levels
we have."
The University is currently trying to strategize about how they can

ing on an online feature
to help students track the
amount of time it takes
them to get to class from
where they park.
"We're actually in the
process of working to build
an online interactive map
that shows all of the parking lots on campus and
tracks them in relation to
where your class is," Kane
said. "If you click on a
parking lot and then click
on whatever building your
class is in, it will actually
tell you how long it should
take you to walk there."
McGavin said he couldn't
take the advice seriously,
especially because faculty
and staff members have
the ability to overflow into
commuter lots if their lots
are full.
"I don't see how it even
makes sense," McGavin said.
T always see a ton of faculty
and staff lots with several
empty spaces. As a matter
of fact, most of the good lots
on campus that are close to
everything are faculty ones

3 FOR $5 Vodka Bombs!
The vehicle began to smoke
before going airborne over
the tracks near Liberty Hi
Road and crashing into a
ditch.
9:31 P.M.
Complainant reported a
stolen gold Huffy bike valued
at about $85 within the 600
block of Third St.

pick up the
Now Listing*!

they have a class or a
meeting there's going to
be an active shooter, but
we would like to prepare
people," said Moll.
Crane said he hopes the
ALICE program becomes
widely known one day.
"Our goal in the
future is that everyone
become|s| a part of the
system," he said.

anyway. Why do they need to
go into ours?"
To date, there arc 3,700
registered commuters and
3,783 commuter spaces
available on campus. With
those numbers, Kane is confident there is plenty of room
for all commuters to find a
place to park.
"Lot 18 by the field house
is only a hundred or so feet
away from Lot 5," Kane said.
"Lot 8 added hundreds of
spaces as well. When the ice
rink parking lot is reopened
in mid-September, that will
also free up approximately
450 more spaces. So, there
are places to park."
For commuters with early
morning classes, mid-September is too long of a wait,
McGavin said.
"Personally, I think they
should either make another
commuter lot or convert a
lesser-used staff lot into
one," McGavin said. "Either
that, or until the ice rink is
repaired, allow us to park
on the grass. It's not really
hurting anything anyway."

LIBRARY

Houses £r Apartments
in Good Locations!

Available for 2011-2012
> We have Efficiencies. I Bedroom and 2 Bedroom Apartments.
> In most cases, furnished and unfurnished are the same price.
1
In most cases, water, sewer, and trash are included.
• Complete rental listing available on-line and in rental office.

WE HAVE UNITS READY FOR IMMEDIATE OCCUPANCY!

JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE, INCJ319 E. Wooster Street, Bowling Green. OH
Located Across From Taco Bell.
RENTAL OFFICE (419) 354-2260
Hours- Monday to Friday - 8:30 to 5:30 • Saturday - 8:30 to 5:00

www.johnnewloverealestate.com

Complainant reported a
Vera Bradley wristlet, black
Garrnan GPS. iTrip and
Verizon cell phone charger
stolen from a vehicle within
the 100 block of Manville
Ave. They were valued at
$40. $120. $60 and $30,
respectively. The vehicle was
locked but there was no sign
of forced entry.

branch out to reach more
people with the program.
Resident advisers were
trained before fall semester began and Moll will
attend an Undergraduate
Student
Government
meeting in October to
train members.
"I think ALICE opens
your eyes to a lot more
possibilities on how to
react to an active shooter
situation," said Alex Solis,
an RA and USG senator.
Solis has already
received the training
and helped come up
with the idea to bring
ALICE training to USG
members.
There are many ways
to reach out to the student body with ALICE,
such as offering classes
in the training or asking
professors not to cancel
their classes when they
aren't available to teach
— instead let an ALICE
trainer attend their class
to train to their students.
"We don't want people
to be hyper sensitive and
worried that every time

Great Selection of

by our office &

S3 Pitchers/Beer!
S6 Pitchers/Mixed Drink!

Listings Available On-Line
Visit www.johnnewloverealestate.com
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Facts about ALICE
■ The first ALICE course
was given to a school
district in Texas in 2004.
■ ALICE has been
taught at schools
grades K-12, universities,
businesses, workplaces,
hospitals and various
other demographics.
■ ALICE trainings have
been given in 26 states.
■There are approximately 3,000 ALICE
instructors nationwide.
■The University of
Akron has trained the
most people of any
institution in the United
States. It's trained
nearly 20,000 people.

From Page 1
incoming freshmen, especially with how easy it is to
use, Culbertson said.
In order to "Text-aLibrarian," students simply need to text the word
"lerome" to the number
66746 and wait for instructions. Students can then send
their questions.
The service is free for
all students, faculty and
staff who have texting. It is
available all hours that the
research and information
desk is open at the Library.
While the librarians
can answer library-related questions best, Sara
Bushong, dean of University
Libraries, said all types of
questions have been asked.
"The librarian can
always refer (the student]
to the right area," she said.
"Our librarians are good
at handling all types of
questions."
With technology constantly improving, the
Library is open to any possible changes in the future,
Bushong said.
"If there is a new technology that comes out, we'll
update to that," she said.
Bushong and Rich said
they hope this service will
continue to be used by students, faculty and staff.
As long as it is used, the
service will continue to be
available, they said.

N ONLINE: Go to bgnews.com for the
Uj complete blotter list

CORRECTION
POLICY
We want to correct all factual errors.
If you think an error has been made.
call The BG News at 419-372-6966.

RECORD
From Page 1
leges and universities are
required to report enrollment data to the state the
15th day after classes start.
Colom said he wasn't
disappointed by the nearly
broken enrollment record,
especially since the 15-day
numbers indicated incoming freshmen broke several
other University records.
As anticipated, the class
is the most geographically
and racially diverse group
to enroll at the University.
It also has higher average
academic
characteristics than most of the last
decade, with an average
high school GPA of 3.25
and composite ACT score
of 22.
"These are good, quality
students," Colom said. "In
any given year, to [break
these records] individually would be good, but to
do them as a grouping is
a great way to show that
BGSU is a strong institution."
Gary Swegan, director of admissions, said he
was "very pleased" by this
year's numbers as well.
He credits revamped
recruitment strategies and
the University's focus on
infrastructure as keys to
the recent success.
"Only three classes in the
history of the University
have been over 3,700, all
which have happened
since 2004," Swegan said.
"Those huge classes have
all been within 41 of each
other, and this just happens to be the lowest of
these three."
Joseph Frizado, vice provost for academic operations and assessment, said
he expects the 15-day numbers to stay fairly steady for
the rest of the semester.
"There are always students who leave for personal and family reasons
past the 15-day numbers,
but that's a fairly small
number in a given semester," Frizado said.
The University will again
report its 15-day numbers
at the beginning of the
spring semester, he said.

The University's
three largest
shmen
incoming freshn
Incoming

12004: 3.895 freshmen
12010: 5.905 freshmen
12011: 3.864 freshmen

BLOOD DRIVE
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I gave
today
American Red Cross transforms Union Multipurpose Room into blood bank this week

PHOTOS BY TYLER STABILE | THE BG NEWS
TOP LEFT Seniot Tiffany Wilkewitz waits patiently as the double fed cell machine cycles her blood. This machine allows dono»s
to give two units of Wood instead of one. Wilkewitz said she enjoys using the machine because she can give more blood
MIDDLE LEFT A Red Cross employee prepares to draw blood by checking blood pressure
BOTTLE LEFT Freshman Man Funk talks with a Red Cross employee at Tuesday's blood drive. The drive will continue
Wednesday from 11 am to 5 p.m. in the Union Multipurpose Room.
TOP RIGHT Freshmen Ellie Taylor watches as a Red Cross employee bandages her arm after hei donation
MIDDLE RIGHT Senior Chad Hurst observes as a Red Cross employee marks his vein prior to his blood donation.

BLOOD DRIVE FUN FACTS
During summer 2011,
the American Red
Cross received the
lowest number of blood
donations in its history.

Drive donations are
separated into three
components: red blood
cells, platelets and
plasma.

WE ALSO OFFER:

WINTHROP TERRACE

> Free Gas (Heat. Water, Cooking) > 24 Hr Maintenance
> Free High Speed Internet

> 3 Laundromats

> Free Basic Cable

> 2 Swimming Pools

> Free Resident Shuttle

> l & 2 Bedroom Apts

> Air Conditioning

> Free Water & Trash

> Free DVD Library

Because of Hurricane
Irene, the American
Red Cross lost 60.000
potential blood
donations.

& SUMMIT TERRACE
APARTMENTS
Office: 400 E. Napolean Rd • 419.352.9135
Email: winthrop?gerdenich.com
Heurt: Mon-Frl 9am-5pm, Sat 11 am-3pm
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"I knew I was going to get a ticket. But I had to get to class on time...
There was just nothing I could do."
- Junior Sean McGavin on commuter parking at the University [see story, pg. 1].
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PEOPLE ON THE STREET What record could you break?
Most days eating
ice cream in a row"

"Most Polryeyes

"Longest time

"Most consecutive

breadsticks eaten"

spent sleeping"

street preacher

ANDREW

LAUREN ONDA.
Junior.
EaHy Childhood
Education

CASSY COLLIER.
Senior.
Theater and
Women's Studies

PICKLE.
Freshman.
Political Science

WELCOME TO OHIO

&

VISIT US AT
BGNEWS.COM

denials."

Have your own take on

DAVID

today's People On The
Street? Or a suggestion for
a question7 Give us your

WESTMEYER,
Freshman.
Business

feedback at bgnews.com.

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
Televisions create
distanced relationships
After saying that B-Duhs
hopes to bring a "family environment" to the community

Wendy's doesn't Ml
hamburgers anymore
1 was surprised to learn
today that Wendy's no longer sells hamburgers.
Dm can purchase a
cheeseburger, but hamburgers are no longer on
their menu.
Wendy's will sell you a

and to become the place visiting parents take their kids,
the article points out that the
new location will have "triple
the TVs."
Does anybody else see the

irony there? When your parents
come to visit I say take your
parents to Naslada, Easy Street,
Call of the Canyon or any of the
other local and unique restaurants in town — somewhere

the family can have a meal and
a conversation without being
completely surrounded by TVs
and franchised foods.
lain i SchuBe
University Alumnus

"cheeseburger without
cheese," and charge you
for a cheeseburger, but
not a hamburger at a hamburger price.
Wendy's approach got
me thinking:
When 1 talk about
Wendy's in class, should I
call them a "cheeseburger
chain?"

Would Dave Thomas be
proud of this approach?
Would the person who
made the "no more hamburgers" decision feel
good explaining it to their
mother or child?
Do they still sell Frostys,
or can you only buy
Cheese-Frostys at a higher
price?

Has anyone at Wendy's
ever taken a services marketing course at BGSU?
(The course focuses on
providing customers what
they want.)
George Jenkins
Director, Institute [or
Excellence in Services
Department of Marketing
at the University

Local idioms create bonding moments

Pepperoni sticks. Cookie
tables. "Cincy."
Until quite recently. I
didn't know what these concepts were because I had
never heard of them before
befriending native Ohioans.
Likewise, none of my new
friends seem to understand
the glory that is the 1970s
advertisement for Rico's
Nachos that still plays in
Indiana movie theatres (look
it up, 1 beg of you).
Indiana and Ohio are
neighbor states, but the
differences that take place
on either side of the border are enough to make
me feel like a stranger in a
mysterious land.

HlNNAHSYPNIiWSKI

Students at this school,
and undoubtedly at every
other state school, unite over
their hometowns. One of the
first questions asked upon
meeting someone new is
"Where are you from?"
Some people puff-up their
chests and proudly declare
"Cincy" or Columbus. Others
describe theirunknown little
hamlets by how close they
are to those bigger, wellknown cities.
Origins are a natural
thing to bond over, but us
out-of-state students (who
seem to be very few and far
between), can sometimes
feel disconnected from the
people of Ohio. We are outsiders. No one here cheers
or shouts when I announce
that I'm a Hoosier.
No one here knows what
I mean when I refer to
"the dunes." No one here
knows what the Labor Day

Blueberry Festival is and why
the fireworks there are a bigger deal than the ones on
Independence Day.
No one I have met here
is from Indiana. I have met
a few kids from as far away
as New York and California,
and even students from
other countries, and I can't
imagine how out-of-place
they must feel.
I chose to attend an out-ofstate school because 1 wanted to flee from the small, hobunk town I came from and
all of the ties and people that
bound me there.
1 left Indiana to become
independent. And so far, all
is going according to plan.
However, I only fled as far
as Bowling Green, Ohio,
because I naively thought
that Indiana and Ohio are
pretty much the same thing.
Well, the truth is that
they are pretty much the

same thing.
The people, on the other
hand, are different. I didn't
expect to say or reference
things that nobody but
myself (and other Hoosiers)
would understand.
1 didn't expect to feel so left
out of the camaraderie that
exists within and between
people from the same state.
I thought that people would
know and understand and
like everything that I thought
they were supposed to.
I realize that this all seems
very insignificant and trifle,
especially when put into
perspective by those international students that were
mentioned earlier, but it's
these little, unanticipated
disappointments that make
me miss home the most.
I understood the major
See GREEN | PageS

Labor Day gives people time to reflect on value of hard work

In our culture, we are pushed
to always work faster and
harder. We want to accomplish the most in the least
amount of time.
I have found myself susceptible to this notion in that
1 have a tendency to spread
myself very thin to cover a
large spread of responsibili-

ties and succeed in accomplishing many things in
a mediocre fashion. Much
is done very fast, but not
very well.
Regardless of the mediocrity it inspires, we are all
still encouraged to follow this
production habit. In part due
to a desire to escape this pull
of continual production and
find peace and fulfillment
apart from it, I recently went
out in search of a bit of green.
I remembered a small path
worn in the grass between
a few buildings and parking

lots, so I followed it. I came
out on a residential street and
proceeded until 1 discovered
train tracks peaking through
a patch of trees.
Following these tracks I
watched in joy as the small
area of grass and plants
began to open up into fields.
Wild flowers climbed the
hill to the train tracks and
spread into the valleys on
both sides. I left the tracks
to follow a winding country road and 1 breathed in
the fresh air as if 1 had not
breathed in ages.

I happily came across a
pond and a small stream and
was renewed with calm and
joyful peace. I found my way
home, back in the world of
houses and apartments and
technology of all kinds.
Culturally, we are to work
hard and efficiently so that we
may have more and be more.
Our value is often placed on
our utility and our happiness
is often placed on our possession of wealth, power, etc.
In our celebration of tabor
Day we acknowledge all the
good and honest work that

Be sure to read the submission guidelines at the bottom of this page
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ural rest. If we, in the United
States, place our value and
happiness on our utility and
success through work, then
this may help to explain
these cultural differences. At
the end of the day, however, I
think we may find that peace
and joy are wanting.
If we are working to prove
our value and to obtain happiness, then it is no wonder
why we may continue to feel
invaluable and worn out

E AT BGNEWS.COM

SPEAK YOUR MIND
Got something you want to say about an opinion column or
news story? Here's how to get in touch with us for letters to the
editor:
■ Email us at thenews@bgnews.com.
■ Call us at 419-572-6966.
■ Come to our newsroom in 210 West Hal.

we have accomplished,
which is certainly worthy of
notice and appreciation.
It is also worth note that
we primarily celebrate these
accomplishments, with the
exception of those who must
work today, by taking a day
off work.
While work, in general, is
both good and necessary, it
seems to me that those in the
United States have a tendency to overwork.
If we look at other cultures
we may often find shorter
work days and periods of nat-

STEPHAN REED, FORUM EDITOR
MATT LIASSE,PULSE EDITOR
BOBBY WADDLEJN FOCUS EDITOR

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
are generally to be fewer than 300
words. These are usually in response
to a current issue on the University's
campus or the Bowling Green area.
GUEST COLUMNS are generally
longer pieces between 400 and
700 words. These are usually also in
response to a current issue on the
University's campus or the Bowling
Green area. Two submissions per
month maximum

POLICIES: Letters to the Editor
and Guest Columns are printed
as space on the Opinion Page
permits Additional Letters to the
Editor or Guest Columns may be
published online. Name, year and
phone number should be included
for verification purposes. Personal
attacks, unvenfied information or
anonymous submissions will not be
phnted.

EMAIL SUBMISSIONS as an
attachment to thenews@bgnews.
com with the subject line marked
"Letter to the Editor" or "Guest
Column." All submissions are subject to review and editing for length
and clarity before printing. The
editor may change the headlines lo
submitted columns and letters at his
or her discretion
Opinion columns do not necessarily
reflect the view of The BG News
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Secular organization aims for equality

9

New group welcomes members of other religious groups to spiritual discussions, criticism
By M»th.~ Divoll
Reporter

The Bowling Green Secular
Society, a new student organization on campus, aims to
better represent diversity at
the University.
"We want to give people
a sense of belonging if they
don't subscribe to a particular religion or if they are
explicitly atheist or agnostic,"
said Eric Teske, the group's
executive administrator. "We
want to be able to provide
that social group, that opportunity to meet and to discuss
and to have people realize
that they are not alone."
The group also aims at
advocacy, "to show [religious
persons] that we are here,
and that we're not the scary
monster in the dark, that
we are real people too, and
that we care about the same
things," treasurer Angela

Soper said.
The society will meet for
the first time Thursday, from
7 to 9 p.m. in 1001 Business
Administration building.
About 50 people signed
up to join at the society's
Campus Fest debut last
Thursday, president Eric
Bower said.
Anyone can join, and he is
anticipating a good turnout,
he said.
"We just want people that
are open to criticism and discussing their ideas and ideal
and their worldview," Bower
said. "We just want to talk
about life in general from
a nonreligious perspective,
so philosophy, political
theory, all that good stuff
... there's no topic that's off
limits to us."
The society hopes to "create a bridge between nonreligious and religious groups,

(sol we can communicate
and open a dialogue and discuss our ideas," he said.
"We are talking with CRU
right now about doinga panel
discussion," Bower said. "I
look forward to working with
religious organizations and
other organizations on campus to do local outreach."
The group also plans
to give back to the community with other acts of
volunteerism, including
collaboration with Friday
Night Lights and Adopt-Allighway, vice president
loseph Bochinski said.
Reaction on campus to
the Bowling Green Secular
Society has generally been
positive, Bower said.
"Basically, the general perception has been 'Awesome,
thank goodness we have a
group like this on campus,'"
Bower said. "We had a cou-
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Cops put squeeze on
alleged python biter
in Calif.
SACRAMENTO. CaW.(AP)-A

Hat taken off statue
of Ohio St's Brutus
Buckeye

Florida Marlins beat
Phils in 14 inning
thriller, 5-4

COLUMBUS, Ohio (AP)-

MIAMI (AP) - The Philadelphia

ple of religious group leaders
come and talk to us about the
group, and they're very cool
about it."
Teske expressed similar
feelings.
"I'm very pleased that
other groups aren't viewing
us as a threat in any way," he
said. 'They're looking at us as
a learning opportunity."
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CAMAGUEY. Cuba (AP)-Yen

as a second mom.

lobbied to play the game over.

University mascot.

Ever since then, the Cuban farm
dog has been pulling double-duty,

The Florida Marlins benefited

Multiple media outlets report

emergency surgery after a man

from an overturned ruling after a video

Brutus Buckeye wears a band uni-

nursing not just her own young, but

allegedly bit the creature twice.

review in the sixth inning, and Mike

form in the statue outside a store

also the 14 swine.

Cameron walked with two outs and the

selling Ohio State fan gear across

bases loaded in the 14th for a 5-4 win.

the street from the university's

said the piglets also take mil; from

Columbus campus.

their mothers, but when they see Yeti.

Farmer Mannorkys Santamana

tliey run to her for a meal. On a recent

lying on the ground and may have

ruled out on fan interference alter

been assaulted, according to Sgt.

initially being awarded a double, and

up high, in his right hand on the

day the young porkers followed her

Andrew Pettit When they armed, they

the ruling change may have cost the

statue, but the hat was taken

around the farm as if she were their

found David Senk. 54. stil lying there

Phillies two runs. They played the

early Sunday

real mother.

- but police say he wasnt the one who

game under protest.

"No one imposed this on the

it being removed by three people,

dog." Santamaria sad. The piglets

Another man approached officers

Phillies ace Roy Halladay. who pitched

including a woman in an Ohio

oWvered this on their own and began

and accused Senk of taking two bites

six innings. "You hate to see it happen

State jersey.

nursing with her when they turned 15

out of his 5 foot pet python. Pettrt said.

like that"

for pictures before leaving.

With Florida moving into a new
ballpark next year, the game was the

tile and booked on J10.000 bail

last for the Phillies at the stadium that

In a jailhouse interview with KXTLTV on Friday, Senk said he had no
memory of the incident and that he has
a dnnking problem.

Police are asking for tips.

reward.

property over the years and stayed

event their appeal is upheld

"I did what?" Senk said. "If you
sorry.... I'm willing to help pay for

"Our priority is to win the game"

medical expenses"

So lar, Yeti is the only one to

"If it takes a bss away, we'll come
back." manager Charlie Manuel said

in the eastern province ol Camaguey

dogs who have showed up on the

Or maybe it wasn't, in the unlikely

find the owner, tell him I'm real

Santamaria. 35. and his wile Eda
Femandes. 40, raise pigs, chickens,

There are also several mrxed-breed

first season in 1993,

become an adopted mother to pigs
Femandes sad she doesn't seem to
mind. Al but one of Yeti s biological

The lead changed hands four times,

offspnng have been given away, and

The snake was turned over to the

and the Marlins came from behind for

the one pup remaining nurses along-

city's Animal Care Services, where it was

the second game in a row to take the

side the swine.

recovering Friday after losing several

series. They won despite stranding a

nbs The female python about a couple

franchise-record 23 runners and going 3

years old. had extensive bite injunes.

ALICIA
From Page 4
instead. The hamster wheel
is not going to get tired of
turning, hut we will got tired
of running in it.
We need purpose beyond
thismaterialistic ideal. Let us
celebrate all we have accomplished in our work through
the year, especially during
this week of Labor Day. but

GREEN
From Page 4

days old"

doves and turkeys on their small farm
The store says it may offer a

has been the Marlins' home since their
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Farm dog nurses 14
piglets for milk in
Cuba

you'd expect
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Create and solve your
Sudoku puzzles for FREE.

front statue of the Ohio State

The video shows them posing

1

Just use logic to solve

who snatched the hat ofl a store-

"It was wend, that's for sure." said

9
7

guessing or math involved.

Website: wwwbgsecular.org

walks in the 14th inning and then

was assaulted

8

4 6

the digits 1 to 9.There is no

bizarre baseball Sunday, lost on four

Store surveillance video shows

1

8 4

and every 3x3 box contains

Whan: Thursday, 7 to 9 p m

hurt, but the njured party isn't whom

Normally he holds a band hat

5
7

so that every row, column

neighborhood left the victim seriously

The Phillies' Hunter Pence was

6

1

Toplay:Completethegrid

the dog already had a litter ol pups to

a passer-by reported that a man was

3

2

SUDOKU
Wlnrti 1001 Business
Administration building

Authonties are looking for vandals

Heights around 630 pm. Sept. 1 after

7

What: Bowling Green Secular
Society

Phillies endured nearly five hours of

Officers were called to Del Paso

9
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snake bite in a north Sacramento

Mice say a python underwent
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WANT TO KNOW
MORE?

5

struggles that would come
with leaving Indiana, but
I just didn't realize that
smaller, less significant
struggles would sneak up
on me as well.
That's part of life, though,
and also part of growing up,
1 consider myself blessed
that the only thing I'm
struggling with right now
is the idea of not seeing the

let us not forget to rest and
remember that work is not
our all
In his journey away from
Materialism, C. S. Lewis
came to sec that "All joy ...
emphasizes oui pilgrim status; always reminds, beckons, awakens desire. Our
best havings are warnings."

Resuontl to Alicia al

thenews9bgnews.com
beloved advertisement for
Rico's Nachos the next time
I go to the movie theatre.
And you know what?
I have been handed the
wonderful opportunity to
share such marvelous things
as Rico's Nachos with everyone here who otherwise
would never have known
about it. And that's something to cheer about.

Resfxmd to Christina at

thenews@bgnew5.com

When the piglets ventured outside
their pen, it seems they smeBed the

for 19 with runners in scoring position

dog's milk and began screaming at

said Gina Knepp. acting animal care

her," Femandes said. "In the beginning

services manager.

we ddn't think the dog would let them
"You could see the poor snakes liver,

suckle, but they insisted so much they

all the way down the side." Knepp said.

ended up nursing with her."

The snake's owner has not yet come
forward to clam the pet or file a report
with animal care officials. Knepp said
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Falcons finish fifth at Tiger Intercollegiate in New York
By Vine* Mcloni
Reporter

Drew Preston led the Falcons with
a 2-under par, followed by Charlie
Olsen (3-over par), Parker Hewit
(6-over par), Wes Gates (10-over par)
and Torey Brummet (22-over par).
Joe Cooper played as an individual and finished 13-over par.
"We should have finished better," Preston said. "We played well
while the weather was good to start
the day, but as it got worse, we
seemed to become careless and
show that we wanted to get off of
the course."
Preston finished tied for seventh
with his score, giving him eight
career top 10 finishes as a Falcon —
but he is also his own biggest critic.
"I finished in a better spot than
I really played, as too many bad

After the 36-hole day one in New
York, the BG men's golf team
appeared ready to surprise some
teams for day two.
However, just like the weather at
the end of Monday, things took a
negative turn.
"It was difficult weather today,"
said Falcons coach Garry Winger.
"But I'm disappointed in the way we
handled it. Everyone else played in
the same weather to end the day."
Conditions were very poor in the
last nine holes of day two. as it was
a constant, steady rain for three
to four hours and included quick
downpours at times.

FINAL RESULTS
There were 14 teams who competed in the Tiger Intercollegiate at Turning Stone
Resort in Verona. NY this past weekend. Below are the top eight finishing teams
from the Labor Day Tournament.
1. Baylor

8SJ(-11)

2.TCU
T5. Purdu*

864(E)
866 (-2)
866 («2)

1"3. Mluouri
5. EGSU

881 («17)
896 f>32)

6. Seton Hall
7. Central Connecticut St.
t. Connecticut

898 f>M)
904 («40)

swings cost me strokes," Preston
said.

The entire weekend Preston
played with TCU's lulien Brun, the
eventual winner, who finished at
8-under par and 15 birdies. Preston

ended his tournament with one less
birdie, but lost by six strokes.
Preston said he has always gotten
birdies, but has struggled with some
bad swings, which costs him good
scores at some tournaments.

Although it may have ended
rough, there are some bright
spots, as day one went very well.
The Falcons were paired with
TCU, one of the nation's better
schools, for day one and had a
one-stroke lead on them at the
end of the day.
"We had excellent position at the
end of day one," Winger said. "We
could have beat some good teams."
After day one, Preston and Olsen
were both under par, Hewit was at
even par, and Gates, Brummett and
Cooper all had competitive scores
above par.
"Hopefully we learned a lot after
the way we finished the tournament
and play better next time," Preston
said.

Ohio University transfer
makes impact for BG rugby
By Max Householder
Reporter

"Mike played very well
during the scrimmage

The BG rugby team may struggle
to replace the elite talent off last
years' squad. That much was evident Saturday, when the team
finished third in the Midwest
Sevens Tournament.
One bright spot in the team's
rebuilding is the addition of
junior transfer from Ohio
University, Mike Zeigler. Zeigler
transferred after undergoing two
shoulder surgeries that kept him
out rugby for an entire year.
He is about 90 percent recovered from his shoulder surgery,
Coach Tony Mazzarella said, but
has been fully active in practice
and games.
He has looked good so far and
has shown no signs of ailing,
teammate Max Narewski said.
"Mike played very well during
the scrimmage last Thursday,"
Narewski said, "lust another high
level player that will help us win
this year."
He appears healthy, but whenever you undergo major rotator

last Thursday. Just
another high level
player that will help us
win this year."
Max Narewski | BG center/wing

cuff surgery there is always a
chance of being injured again.
For that reason, Mike's teammates are anxious to see whether
he can make it the whole year in
such a violent game.
"He is supposed to be fully
recovered, but 1 think it still bothers him a little bit especially lately." team president Ben Marshall
said. "Injuries like that can be
very difficult to cope with (mentally and physicallyl so we will
see how it pans out as the season
goes along."
See RUGBY | Page 7

BGSU's three stars of the week
1. Kari Galen
The junior middle on the BG volleyball team had a
I career weekend at the USF Invitational. Named MVP
of the tournament, she started the weekend off with
eight kills and a career-high 10 blocks against Eastern
Kentucky. She had at least five blocks in each of the
other three matches of the tournament.
Overall, Galen had 29 kills and 26 blocks in the four
games in Tampa, attacking at a .386 rate.
For her efforts this weekend, she was also named the Mid-American
Conference East Division Player of the Week.

2. Eugene Cooper

A senior wide receiver, Cooper had a career game,
helping the Falcons to a season-opening 32-15 victory
over Idaho.
Cooper only had four catches in the game, but made
the most of them with 110 receiving yards and two
touchdowns, which went for 76 and 24 yards.
Last season, Cooper was known primarily for his
punt return duties. He averaged 11.5 yards per return
and was a Second-Team All-MAC returner. As a receiver in 2010, he caught
17 passes for 130 yards.
^•^^fw
^^MLsIA
]L
A

3. Anthon Samuel
Ihc true freshman bursted onto the season in the
Falcons' season opener, despite being listed as second on
■MB the depth chart behind Jordan Hopgixx.1
^W
Samuel ran for 141 yards on 22 carries, scoring a touchVjj
T*
down. He broke off a 52 yard run in the game, andaverJ^La^F i| aged 6.4 yards per rush.
^*-^iat-J" Hailing from OpaLocka.Fla.. Samuel had a strong summer, breaking camp second on the Falcons' depth chart
beating out more experienced players like lohn Pettigrew and lamel Mania

FACEBOOK
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CHRIS JONES tackles Miami's Tracy Woods in a game played last season Jones was named MAC East Defesmve Player o( the Week for recording two
sacks against Idaho.

Notes: BG football starts
season off on right foot
ByMlchaUWyioclii
Assistant Sports Editor

While BG celebrated a win over
Idaho on Thursday night, there
were multiple victories among the
team that put the Falcons on top.
Head Coach Dave Clawson said
there was a difference between the
team that played against Idaho on
Thursday, and a team that started
the season last year.
"When we hit the field we better play with emotion, we better
play hard, and quite honestly 1
thought that was something missing a year ago," Clawson said. "It's
something we made a big deal of."
Clawson was proud of the team

that walked off the field Thursday
night with the win.
"We came out ready to play, and
now we got to do that for 11 more
games," Clawson said.

Player of the Week
A victory is a victory, but for
defensive tackle Chris Jones, the
numbers did the talking.
Jones had three tackles for a loss
against the Vandals, two sacks
and a forced fumble.
Earning points on the board,
Jones recorded a safety after
Brian Schmiedebusch's punt was
downed at the two yard line.
"When you make plays like that
of course you get excited, but in

order for it to all work out you
have to have everyone on the
same page," Jones said "Everyone
was filling their gaps ... that's why
I was able to be there on the play."
Jones was also named MidAmerican Conference East
Division Defensive Player of
the Week after his performance
against Idaho.
The Falcons' defense held the
Vandals to a total of 280 yards and
2-of-12 on third downs.
"As a D-line we say we do nothing but work and that's what we
did. we just worked," Jones said.
See NOTES | Page 7
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Become a Facebook fan

Follow BG News sports on Twitter

BG News Sports on the web

Go to BGNews.com to vote on game

Become a fan of the BG News sports

The BG News Sports Staff has a Twitter. Follow us

For continued coverage of all BG athletics,

Share your voice with us by going to BGNews.com/sports

department on Facebook. Log on to

for breaking news and in-game updates from your

extending beyond what goes in the paper.
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Football opponent preview:
Morgan State Bears
By The BG News Sports Staff

For those who haven't heard
of Morgan State before, you're
not alone. The school belongs
to the Football Championship
Subdivision (FCS), one step
below the level BG plays at.
Add to the fact that the
Bears struggle in their own
league, it wouldn't be surprising if few people have
heard of them.
BG is the only FBS team
Morgan State faces this year.
I lowever, they have faced an
FBS team every season since
2007, having little success
in those games. The Bears
have played four FBS teams
since 2002, losing each of
those games.
In those games, against
San Jose State, Rutgers, Akron
and Maryland, the Bears have
been outscored an average of
39 points per game. Overall,
the Bears are 21-24 their past
four seasons.
While the Falcons got their
season off to a strong start
against Idaho, the Bears
struggled against Towson, a
team that went 1-10 last season and hasn't won more
than three games since 2006.
Morgan State was outgained 534-160 in their season opening 42-3 loss, and

out-possessed nearly 2-to-l.
They averaged only 1.7 yards
per rush, 5.6 yards per pass
and gained only six first
downs all game.
The Bears will hope to stop
a BG offense that exploited
Idaho for 478 total yards,
including 291 through the
air. However, Morgan State
fared poorly in all aspects
of defense against Towson,
allowing 270 yards through
the air (to a quarterback making his first collegiate start)
and 264 yards on the ground.
The Bears split reps at quarterback in the first game, with
neither player doing any better. Junior Donovan Dickerson
started the game for Morgan
State and led the Bears on a
scoring drive early in the first
quarter. However, those were
the only points produced in
the game, and Dickerson finished 6-of-10 passing for 40
yards and an interception.
Freshman Robert Council
replaced him in the game,
and he completed 4-of-10
passes for 72 yards.
Jourdan Brooks paced the
Bears rushing attack with 48
yards on 15 carries. Brooks
is a former Rutgers player
who transferred in January
2010 after running for 346
yards as a sophomore for t he

Scarlet Knights. He rushed
for 266 yards on 95 carries
for the Bears last season.
Despite completing only
10 passes last weekend, the
Bears hit five different receivers in the process. Lamont
Bryant and Chris Flowers
each caught three passes.
Bryant had 61 yards, while
Flowers had 32 — totals that
accounted for all but 19 of the
Bears' receiving yards.
The Falcons and Bears
have never previously met. In
fact, the teams' meeting this
weekend is a rare occurrence
for the Falcons. They have
not played an FCS team since
defeating Southeast Missouri
State 49-10 in 2004.
In that game, Omar Jacobs
threw for 285 yards and
four touchdowns, en route
to setting a Mid-American
Conference record with a
10.25-to-l touchdown-tointerception ratio, and future
NFL player Shaun Suisham
hit three field goals for the
Falcons.
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The Daily Crossword Fix
1 Rm. coolers
2 Stand-up performance
3 Current contraption
4 Align the cross hairs
5 Fry in the ointment
6 Slows
7 Prom corsage
8 Work on the street
9 MapOuest output: Abbr.
10 Pilot in a show
11 Prepare lor the hot tub
12 Painting the town red
14 "A _ upon thee!"
39 Foreclosure cause
17 Oldies players
40 In progress
21 Gets cozy
41 Author better known
23 (Facepalmi;
as Saki
25 Lay one's hands on
42 Word with seed or
27 Undid the blindfold
banana
28 Do more than just
44 Tureen utensils
consider
50 Besides
29 "The Clan of the Cave 51 Strategic WWI river
Bear" wnter
52 Gibson need
31 Tabloid pair
54 Spring mo.
35 Scare
56 Common word on
Brazilian maps
36 Jeter's 3.000th hit. e.g.
37 Unit by unit, in sue57 Watched the kids
cession
38 Coral component
1 Altar constellation
4 Picked locks?
8 Where to see Goyas
13 Translating computer program
15 Had pizza delivered, say
16 Rikishi's contest
18 Vice _
19 DFW airport home
20 Lei presenter
22 Bit for the dog bowl
23 Tapped-out character
24 Popping up all over
25 Plaintive wind, perhaps
26 First-year law student
28 City known as the political capital
of Africa
30 Battlefield display
32 King's problem in "The King's
Speech'
33 Polo Grounds »4
34 Place to see bull horns
35 Reorganize, and then some

RUGBY
From Page 6

If Zeigler can stay
healthy, he should add
some well needed depth to
the positions of the eighth
man or the flanker, a position that remains depleted
after starters Kyle Bonek
and Tim Moody graduated
from last year's team.
Zeigler has great athletic
ability, which should make
him very versatile in the
Falcons' offense.
"Mike fs a great player

39 Thrill
43 Pacific Northwest cedar
monuments
45 NYC neighborhood
46 Make _ dash
47 Scandinavian saint
48 Rascal
49 Like Gen. McChrystal
50 Quite soon
52 Bearded beast
53 What a case may go to
55 The three in this grid are a hint
to the starts of 16-, 28- and
43-Across
58 Gravy no-no
59 Billie Holiday's real first name
60 El pnmer mes
61 Houston MLBer
62 'Just kidding!1

to coach; he likes to have
an input which I always
encourage," Ma/.zarclla
said. "His style of play has
fit in very well with ours."
The players, as well as
the coaching staff, are
excited about Mike's
impact on the team.
"He brings a lot to the
table; he's a tall kid which
makes him a great jumper in the line outs, a good
runner who can pass well
both left and right handed," Narewski said. "We
like what he has to offer us,
especially offensively."

ANSWERS

Marshall agreed that
Zeigler should be a held.
"He has a great pass for
someone that plays his
position and he has great
vision," Marshall said.
Even though this team is
"rebuilding," there is still
a lot of hype around this
team due to past success.
Also the fact is that there
is a great group of young
guys like Mike Zeigler
coming in.
The Falcons will start
their 15-man rugby schedule this Saturday against
the University of Michigan.

Help Wanted
A Findlay based Art Photographer
is looking to fill 2 model positions
in the studio. All ethnic backgrounds are welcome Height and
weight should be in proportion.
Athletic or dance training helpful
but not required. This would be
part time but on a continuing
basis Call 419-722-2469 after 6p

Bartending, up to $300/day
No exp needed, training crse.
avail, call 800-965-6520 X174.
Wait staff needed.starting now1
Contact Key at: 419-874-7079
26530 Dixie Hwy. Perrysburg

For Rent
TheBu News reserves the tighliodecliiie.
,11" ontlnne 01 revise any advertisement
si.11, as those lound to he defamatory,
lacking in laclual basis, misleading ut
false in nalute. All advertisements an'
subject lo editing and approval
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CHRIS JONES lines up. pre-play. against Toledo last season

NOTES
From Page 6
First timer

The Falcons proved
themselves
offensively

when running back Anthon
Samuel left the Kibbe
Dome in Idaho with 141
yards on 22 carries in his
first career game.
"When it counted and the
lights were on, we were hop-

ing he would do it and it was
great to see him play so well
today," Clawson said.
The last time a freshman
rushed over 100 yards in
his first career game was
Freddie Barnes in 2006.

Services Offered
Campus Quarters Carryoutl
NOW delivering"
Anything in the store to you
Every day 4pm-2 30am'
419-354-BEER
Campus Quarters Sports Bar
FREE POOL WEDNESDAYS.

Visit us online at

4-Close1

Happy Hour Mon-Fri 4-8p!
Great Daily Specials!

Looking for cleaning help.
1-4 days per week, 5-15 hrs/wk
MUST BE AVAIL. MORNINGS &
HAVE RELIABLE TRANSPORTATION Starting pay 17.50*..
Contact Amy at 330-620-6927
NOW HIRING POSITIVE,
MOTIVATED PERSONS!
Wait staff, Bartenders, for the
Food 8 Beverage team. Full or
Part time Positions available.
Requirements include basic
knowledge of the food and beverage service Need to work well in
a team environment. Candidate
must demonstrate an outgoing.
guest oriented and friendly
demeanor Apply in person at:
Stone Oak Country Club
100 Stone Oak Blvd. Holland OH

Preferred
Properties Co.

4BR house near downtown,
avail immed! W/D. A/C. garage
$1200/mo*utils. 419-308-1733
Medium sized 3BR house.
Third St. close to BGSU
Call 419-601-3225 for more info

Newer, cozy. 1 BR duplex w/
deck, close to campus, yr lease.
S400/mo+utils, call 419-654-5716

www.preferredpropertiesco.com
Office Hours: Monday - Friday 18am - 4:i0pm

Find a Place to Call Home
(I Bedroom & Efficiency Houses Also Available!

for continued updates
on sports

"11-12 houses remain,
rooms low as S225.
146 S. College, up to 5. AC. W/D
1BR apts /house next to campus
all next to campus. 419-353-0325
1/1/12 rentals also avail
next to campus
CarryRentals com/some sem only

530 S. Maple St. 1419. J52.9378
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Update your social status
envy of all your friends — online and off.

Upgrade to Time Warner Cable Wideband Internet for the bandwidth you
need to connect multiple devices at once. With download speeds up to
50 Mbps, it's up to 65x faster than DSL 768 Kbps.
►
►
►
►

Download movies, stream music and play games - all at the same time
WiFi Home Network - included for no extra fee
Download apps and be out the door in seconds, not minutes
Powertasking™ is a breeze with our fastest Internet ever

Internet Plans
start as low as

up to
per month
2.0 Mbps
for one year
speed
Ask about upgrading to Wideband Internet

Time
Warner
Cable

Call today

1-866-262-6429 timewarnercable.com
Limited-time offer. Wideband Internet may not be available in some areas. Otter only available to new lime Warner Cable customers when adding Road Runner* Basic 2.0 Mbps lor $29.95 per month lor 12 months.
After 12-month promotional period, regular monthly rates in elfect at that time will apply. Standard installation fees apply and do not include custom wiring or software installation Additional charges apply lor
applicable taxes and fees Up to 50 Mbps is based on the speed from the local facility to your cable modem. Actual throughput speeds may vary. Up to 65 times laster than DSL claim is based on Time Warner Cable
Wideband Internet's lastest maximum download speed ot up to 50 Mbps versus the basic DSL package s fastest maximum download speed ot 768 Kbps. Actual speeds may vary. All services may not be available
in ail areas Offer is not transferable and may not be combined with any other offer. Time Warner Cable reserves the right to discontinue any feature or offer at any time. Subject to change without notice. Credit and
other restrictions apply All trademarks remain the property ot their respective owners. C2011 Time Warner Cable, Inc All rights reserved. Time Warner Cable and the eye/ear logo are trademarks of Time Warner Inc
Used under license '" Warner Bros. Entertainment, Inc.
(811)
TWMWR5029

